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ABSTRACT9
Quantification of allogenic controls in rift basin-fills requires analysis of mult iple depositional10
systems because of marked along-strike changes in depositional architecture. Here, we11
compare two coeval  Early-Middle Pleistocene syn-rift  fan deltas that  sit  6 km apart  in the12
hangingwall of the Pirgaki-Mamoussia Fault, along the southern margin of the Gulf of Corinth,13
Greece. The Selinous fan delta is located near the fault tip, and the Kerinitis fan delta towards14
the fault centre, but Selinous and Kerinitis have comparable overall aggradational stacking15
patterns. Selinous comprises fifteen cyclic stratal units (~25 m thick), whereas at Kerinitis16
eleven (~60 m thick) are present. Eight facies associations are identified. Fluvial and shallow17
water, conglomeratic facies dominate the major stratal units in the topset region, with shelfal18
fine-grained facies constituting ~2 m thick intervals between major topsets units, and thick19
conglomeratic foresets building down-dip. It is possible to quant ify delta build times20
(Selinous: 615 kyrs; Kerinitis: >450 kyrs), and average subsidence and equivalent21
sedimentation rates (Selinous: 0.65 m/kyrs; Kerinitis: >1.77 m/kyrs). The presence of22
sequence boundaries at Selinous, but their absence at Kerinit is, enables sensitivity analysis of23
the most uncertain variables using a numerical model, ‘Syn-Strat’, supported by an24
independent unit thickness extrapolation method. Our study has three broad outcomes: 1)25
the first estimate of lake level change amplitude in Lake Corinth for the Early-Middle26
Pleistocene (10-15 m), which can aid regional palaeoclimate studies and inform broader27
climate-system models; 2) demonstration of two complementary methods to quantify28
faulting and base level signals in the stratigraphic record – forward modelling with Syn-Strat29
and a unit thickness extrapolation - which can be applied to other rift basin-fills; and 3) a30
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quantitative approach to the analysis of stacking patterns and key surfaces that could be31
applied to stratigraphic pinch-out assessment and cross-hole correlat ions in reservoir32
analysis.33
34
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1. INTRODUCTION35
Distinguishing faulting, sediment supply and base level signals and quantifying these basin36
controls in an act ive rift setting remains problematic, part icularly due to along-strike37
variability in depositional architecture. Characterisation of multiple coeval depositional38
systems within the same rift basin is required to resolve the record of each control. Syn-rift,39
Gilbert-type fan deltas (Gilbert, 1885, 1890) provide an ideal record of stratigraphic evolution40
to achieve this due to their position adjacent to normal growth faults, with high and variable41
sediment supply rates derived from independent drainage catchments. However, most42
previous studies focus on single systems, rather than multiple, along-strike spatially43
distributed deltas (e.g. Garcia-Mondéjar, 1990; Dart et al., 1994; Dorsey et al., 1995; Mortimer44
et al., 2005; Garcia-Garcia et al., 2006; Ford et al., 2007; Backert et al., 2010).45
Previous work on the stratigraphic record around normal faults at rifted margins has focussed46
on the theoretical aspects of sequence development from the interplay of controls in these47
areas. Leeder & Gawthorpe (1987) assessed the influence of tectonically-induced slopes on48
facies models. Variat ion in stacking patterns and sequence stratigraphic surfaces across rift49
settings (Gawthorpe et al., 1994), and as a result of propagating normal faults (Gawthorpe et50
al., 1997) became the later focus. An influential series of conceptual models for tectono-51
sedimentary evolution in extensional basins was presented by Gawthorpe & Leeder (2000).52
Eustasy/base level, tectonics and sedimentation influence the nature of sedimentary stacking53
through the accommodation/supply ratio (Jervey, 1988; Neal & Abreu, 2009) as eustasy and54
tectonic subsidence act to control space available for deposition (A) and sedimentation fills55
that space (S). Numerical modelling has supported understanding of rift basin sequence56
stratigraphy, particularly as simplified tectonic constraints were introduced into forward57
models (Jervey et al., 1988; Hardy et al., 1994; Hardy & Gawthorpe, 1998; 2002; Ritchie et al.,58
1999) and stratigraphic surfaces were shown to be limited in spatial extent (Gawthorpe et al.,59
2003;  Jackson  et  al.,  2005).  Barrett  et  al.  (2018)  demonstrate  and  quantify  the  three-60
dimensional and along-strike variability in sequence architecture, and diachroneity of61
stratigraphic surfaces in hangingwall fault blocks, using sensitivity tests with a 3D sequence62
stratigraphic forward model, ‘Syn-Strat’. Complementary field studies have shown that63
sequence boundary development is best expressed at fault tip regions (Dorsey & Umhoefer,64
2000 – Loreto Basin), and observed stratigraphic cyclicity has been attributed to fault-related65
subsidence events (Dorsey et al., 1995 – Loreto Basin) and climatic forcing (Dart et al., 1994;66
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Backert et al., 2010 – Gulf of Corinth). Marked differences occur in the sequence stratigraphy67
of two coeval fan deltas 50 km apart, due to contrasting tectonic controls between footwall68
(Kryoneri) and hangingwall (Kerinitis) sites (Gawthorpe et al., 2017a). However, along-strike69
and down-dip variation on smaller length-scales (<10 km) within the same hangingwall basin70
has not yet been attempted. Furthermore, quantification of tectonism, base level and71
sedimentation signals is also lacking. This is because isolating these controls is difficult , yet is72
critical to improving our understanding of palaeoenvironmental evolution and for making73
predict ions beyond data limits.74
Here, we present an integrated field and numerical modelling investigation of two adjacent75
and contemporaneous syn-rift fan deltas, six km along-strike from one another in the76
hangingwall of the same normal fault; the Pyrgaki-Mamoussia Fault. The fan deltas are77
referred to as the Selinous near the fault  tip, and the Kerinitis near the fault  centre (Fig. 1).78
This is the first detailed sedimentological and stratigraphic study of the Selinous fan delta,79
and with comparison to the Kerinitis fan delta, allows a unique insight into the controlling80
parameters during rift basin evolution. The aim of the study is to resolve and quantify the81
contribution of tectonics and base level change to sequence architecture in Lake Corinth82
through the Early-Middle Pleistocene. In doing so, methodologies that are applicable to any83
basin with given data constraints are demonstrated. To satisfy the aim, the objectives are: 1)84
to derive quantified estimates of the controlling parameters based on comparisons of facies,85
stacking patterns and the nature of key stratigraphic surfaces between the deltas, 2) to reduce86
uncertainty of the quantified allogenic control estimates by use of sensitivity tests with the87
3D sequence stratigraphic forward model ‘Syn-Strat’ (Barrett et al., 2018) and to elucidate the88
amplitude of lake level change for Early-Middle Pleistocene Lake Corinth, 3) to validate89
derivations using an independent unit thickness extrapolation method; and 4) to make90
quantitative predictions of unit thickness along-strike variation and diachroneity of key91
stratigraphic surfaces. This work can be applied to other basin-fills by demonstrating two92
complementary methodologies for discerning and quantifying faulting and base level signals93
in the stratigraphic record. We undertake a quantitative analysis of unit thicknesses and94
surfaces that could be used in stratigraphic pinchout assessment and cross-hole correlations95
in syn-rift reservoirs. Finally, the palaeoclimatic data on lake level changes derived from the96
geological record can be used to inform climate-system models for the Pleistocene.97
98
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2. TECTONO-STRATIGRAPHIC FRAMEWORK99
The Gulf of Corinth marks the axis of the ~100 km long, 60-80 km wide Corinth Rift that was100
activated during the Late Miocene/Early Pliocene (~5 Ma; Collier & Dart, 1991; Leeder et al.,101
2008; Ford et al., 2016; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b). Present-day N-S geodetic extension rates102
are up to 15 mm/yr (Clarke et al., 1997; Briole et al., 2000; Avallone et al., 2004; Floyd et al.,103
2010), which are accommodated on N- and S-dipping normal faults (McNeill et al., 2005;104
Bernard et al., 2006; Bell et al., 2008). The oldest part of the rift (Rift 1, ~5-3.6 to 2.2-1.8 Ma;105
Ford et al., 2013; 2016; Nixon et al., 2016; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b) lies furthest south in106
northern Peloponnesos, where faulting was focussed at that time on the Kalavryta, Doumena,107
Valimi Faults (Fig. 1) and other southern border faults. At this time the Kalavryta alluvial108
system fed sediment northwards, and fluvial and marginal lacustrine environments prevailed109
(Lower Group; Ford et  al., 2016). In the eastern part  of  the rift  (Fig. 1), the Kyllini, Mavro,110
Kefalari and Nemea fan deltas built out into the basin (as described by Gawthorpe et al.,111
2017b). There was an upward deepening through the ‘Rift 1’ sequence at ~3.6 Ma (Gawthorpe112
et al., 2017b) from deposition of the fluvial-marginal Korfiotissa and Ano Pitsa Formations, to113
the deep lacustrine Pellini and Rethi-Dendro Formations, referred to as the ‘Great Deepening’114
(Leeder et al., 2012).115
Northward migration of faulting (Goldsworthy & Jackson, 2001; Ford et al., 2013; 2016; Nixon116
et  al.,  2016)  onto  the Pyrgaki-Mamoussia (P-M)  Fault  in  the west  and  faults to  the east117
occurred  at  ~1.8  Ma  (Ford  et  al.,  2016;  Gawthorpe  et  al.,  2017b).  In  the  immediate118
hangingwall of the faults, thick syn-rift fan deltas built northwards. Four syn-rift fan deltas119
that sit along-strike from one another in the hangingwall of the P-M Fault developed in the120
west: the Selinous, Kerinitis, Vouraikos and Platanos fan deltas (from W-to-E, Fig. 1). The early121
development of syn-rift fan deltas along the whole length of the P-M Fault suggests that it122
grew rapidly in length. The contemporaneous P-M Fault hangingwall fan deltas sit within the123
Middle Group (Ford et  al., 2007; Rohais et  al., 2007; Backert  et  al., 2010). Pollen analysis at124
Vouraikos was used to date the Middle Group, which constrained the development of the P-125
M fan deltas to the Early-Middle Pleistocene (~1.8-0.7 Ma) but within a period of 500-800 kyr126
(Ford et al., 2007). Subsequent northward fault migration onto the Helike fault system at ~800127
ka (Ford et al., 2016) resulted in the uplift of western Plio-Pleistocene syn-rift stratigraphy in128
the footwall  of  the modern, parallel  West  Helike Fault, exposing a ~6 km wide fault  block129
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terrace. During uplift, the fan deltas were subject to erosion from their own feeder rivers that130
now supply the modern fan delta systems on the coast.131
Predominant lacustrine conditions with discrete periods of marine incursion lasted until ~600132
ka, before marine conditions prevailed due to opening at the western end of the gulf to the133
Ionian Sea (Rion Straits) and/or at the eastern end to the Aegean Sea (Corinth Isthmus) (Collier134
& Thompson, 1991; Ford et al., 2016; Nixon et al., 2016; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b).135
Here, we focus on the system in the hangingwall of the P-M Fault (Fig. 1), which dips 50-55°136
towards the north, and has a maximum throw of >1200 m. The P-M Fault strikes WNW-ESE137
and is traced ~24 km from SW of Aigio to SW of Akrata. The fault juxtaposes pre-rift Mesozoic138
limestones in the footwall against Plio-Pleistocene hangingwall syn-rift fan delta deposits. We139
study two syn-rift fan deltas, the Selinous that sits towards the western fault t ip, and the140
adjacent Kerinitis that sits nearer the fault centre. The fan deltas were influenced by: a) high141
slip rates on the P-M Fault as a result of rapid extension across the rift; and b) cyclic lake level142
and sedimentation changes from climatic variations.143
144
3. THE GILBERT-TYPE FAN DELTAS145
3.1. The Kerinitis fan delta146
The Kerinitis Gilbert-type fan delta is presented in Fig. 2 in the form of a 3D outcrop model147
and a schematic dip section from Backert et al. (2010). Kerinitis, studied since the 1990s (Ori148
et al., 1991; Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et al., 1994; Backert et al., 2010), is exposed on the149
western side of the modern Kerinitis river valley (~200 m above sea level) along a 3.8 km SW-150
NE dip section from the P-M Fault towards the West Helike Fault. Topsets are back-tilted by151
~18° and thicken towards the P-M Fault  (Fig. 2). Th e exposed section cuts the fan delta’s152
eastern side, where foresets dip ~25° towards N040° . The fan delta extends laterally ~6 km153
along the P-M Fault, west of the Kerinitis River where it interfingers with the Selinous fan154
delta between the village of Pyrgaki and the Taxiarches Monastery (Fig. 1). In total, Kerinitis155
covers an area of 15 km2 and is ~800 m thick; the base of the fan delta is not exposed in the156
Kerinit is valley, but is exposed in the footwall of the West Helike Fault. The point source of157
the Kerinitis fan delta incised the P-M footwall at a topographic low on an early relay zone158
(Backert  et  al., 2010), shown as a hard link on the fault  (Fig. 1). Its position was locked into159
the landscape as fault linkage occurred. We interpret the lack of deformation penetrating the160
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Kerinitis delta from the western end of the Mamoussia Fault to indicate early fault linkage161
with the Pyrgaki Fault with respect to the exposed fan delta strata.162
Backert et al. (2010) undertook the most recent and comprehensive study of the Kerinitis fan163
delta, whereby they characterised its architecture and facies, presented a trajectory analysis,164
and interpreted three stages of fan delta growth linked to initiation, growth and death of the165
controlling P-M Fault. The fan delta is divided into three zones from south to north,166
comprising fan delta topsets, a transition zone, and fan delta foresets, respectively (Fig. 2).167
They identify four facies associations (topset, foreset, bottomset and prodelta) and 11 key168
surfaces. Trajectory analysis reveals abrupt landward shifts in the topset-foreset breakpoint169
at each key surface, followed by gradual basinward progradation through each stratal unit.170
The cyclic stratal units within the fan delta are interpreted to record eustatic variations upon171
a background subsidence-dominated regime, in which high rates of fault subsidence172
overcame base level falls, in agreement with earlier studies (Dart et al., 1994; Gawthorpe et173
al., 1994).174
175
3.2. The Selinous fan delta176
The Selinous Gilbert-type fan  delta is presented  in  Fig.  3 using a 3D outcrop  model  and177
schematic dip section. It  is referred to as Selinous in Ford et al. (2007; 2013) and Backert et178
al. (2010), and as Palaeo-Meganitis in Ford et al. (2016). The Selinous fan delta has a width of179
~6 km and its centre sits ~4 km from the western tip of the P-M Fault. It  is exposed on the180
western side of the modern Selinous river valley (~150 m above sea level in the valley floor)181
along a 6 km long SSW-NNE dip section from the P-M Fault  towards the West  Helike Fault.182
Topsets thicken and are back-tilted by ~12° towards the P-M Fault (Fig. 3). The main section183
is along the west side of the Selinous river valley, where foresets dip ~21° towards N310°. On184
the eastern side of the valley, foresets dip ~23° t owards 097° (Fig. 1). The fan delta’s eastern185
limit interfingers with foresets of Kerinitis. The base of the fan delta is exposed in the valley186
in the footwall of a secondary normal fault that trends parallel to the P-M Fault. The maximum187
thickness of Selinous is ~400 m. The point source of the Selinous fan delta incises the P-M188
Fault and continues to feed the Late Pleistocene and modern fan deltas. As with Kerinitis, the189
Selinous fan delta can also be divided into three broad zones from south to north, with the190
most  southerly ~2 km zone comprising delta topsets, a ~1 km transition zone in the central191
part and a ~3 km zone of foresets and bottomsets to the north (Fig. 3).192
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193
4. METHODOLOGY194
In this study we integrate field data with numerical techniques through the five stages of195
analysis listed below.196
1) Facies and stratigraphic architecture are analysed in the field and augmented with197
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) photogrammetry-based 3D outcrop models.198
2) Field observations and trajectory analysis of the middle-upper units of the two fan deltas199
are used to resolve and quantify each allogenic control acting on the delta evolution.200
3) Each control parameter (e.g. subsidence rate, sedimentation rate etc.) is assigned a201
qualitative uncertainty value from 1-5, whereby 1 represents a very low uncertainty estimate202
and 5 represents a very high uncertainty estimate. This is undertaken in order to ascertain203
which variable is most uncertain and in need of refinement with numerical model testing.204
4) The interpreted control parameters are input into 3D sequence stratigraphic forward205
model, Syn-Strat (Barrett et al., 2018), to test the least certain parameter(s).206
5) Finally, an independent unit thickness extrapolation technique is adopted to validate the207
outputs of the numerical modelling.208
4.1. Facies analysis209
The facies analysis of  major stratal units and key stratigraphic surfaces was undertaken by210
sedimentary logging at cm-scale, documenting lithology, grain size, sedimentary structures211
and the nature of contacts. For characterising the thicker conglomeratic units, sections were212
logged  at  a  dm-scale  with  support  of  sketches to  capture  the  geometry  of  larger-scale213
features. Palaeocurrent data were collected from ripple cross laminations, clast imbrication,214
and cross-bed and foreset plane measurements. Facies associations for both fan deltas are215
constructed from combinations of identified facies, which are presented in correspondence216
with those of  Backert  et  al.  (2010) for  Kerinitis in Table A in the supplementary material.217
Correlation of key stratigraphic surfaces was carried out by walking out beds and surfaces, by218
annotations of photopanels in the field, and by using UAV photogrammetry-based 3D outcrop219
models in Agisoft Photoscan software.220
4.2. Trajectory analysis221
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Trajectory analysis of the topset-foreset breakpoint (TFBP) was undertaken at both fan deltas222
for the accessible middle units: 4-8 at Kerinitis and 7-11 at Selinous. The posit ion of the TFBP223
is identified from the transition from flat-lying topsets to steeply-dipping foresets. In224
inaccessible locations, 3D outcrop models are used to identify the TFBP and assess the spatial225
continuity of  stratal  surfaces across which the breakpoint  moves.  If  the TFBP is not  seen226
directly, it is inferred from environmental transitions between down-dip outcrops at the same227
stratigraphic level. It should be noted that the trajectory analysis undertaken of units at228
Kerinit is are not correlatable to those analysed at Selinous.229
4.3. Numerical modelling with Syn-Strat230
In order to refine the quantification of controlling parameters in the basin, we use a 3D231
sequence stratigraphic forward model, Syn-Strat (Barrett et al., 2018). Syn-Strat produces a232
3D graphical surface representing accommodation in the hangingwall of a normal fault,233
resulting from spatially- and temporally-variable, tectonic subsidence, sedimentation and234
base level inputs. Syn-Strat constructs this surface by combining one-dimensional graphical235
curves that represent each control in t ime and space. Each parameter is defined along the236
fault, away from the fault and in t ime. In this study, we plot accommodation along the fault237
(x) and in time (y), for a given distance away from the fault. Stacking patterns or systems tracts238
are then applied to the surface with colours. In this study, we subdivide the relative base level239
curve with a falling limb and shorter periods of lowstand, transgression and highstand on the240
rising limb. This resembles the sequence stratigraphic scheme used by Frazier (1974) and241
Galloway (1989), and termed ‘genetic sequence’ by Catuneanu et al. (2009).242
Previously, the model was used to demonstrate the sensitivity of sequence architecture to243
multiple hypothetical control scenarios, including different relative control magnitudes,244
subsidence rate regimes and sedimentation distribution models. Key outcomes were the245
quantitative constraint of along-strike variation in stacking pattern, and of the nature of246
diachroneity of sequence boundaries and maximum flooding surfaces (Barrett et al., 2018).247
Here, we input real control parameters derived from field observations and trajectory248
analyses. We refine the least certain control parameter (amplitude of base level change) with249
a number of discrete tests, whilst keeping all other control parameters constant, by250
comparing the modelled output with field observations. The test set-up and results are251
presented in section 8.1.252
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5. SEDIMENTARY FACIES ANALYSIS RESULTS253
The central parts of the fan deltas are the focus of sedimentological descriptions and254
interpretations, where the topset-foreset transition records base level change and the255
relative influence of accommodation and sediment supply. At Selinous, three down-dip256
locations over ~800 m distance, covering the middle-to-upper units of the fan delta were257
studied: S1 - Units 7 and 8, S2 - Units 8 and 9, and S3 - Units 10 and 11. At Kerinitis, our study258
also focuses on three down-dip locations over ~700 m, covering the lower-middle units of the259
delta: K1a, b, c - Units 4 and 7, K2 - Units 5 and 6, and K3 - Units 2 and 3. These are presented260
on the 3D outcrop models in Fig. 4, but are not constrained as time-equivalent units.261
Sedimentary facies characteristics are similar between the Selinous and Kerinit is fan deltas.262
Eighteen sedimentary facies have been identified: six conglomeratic facies (abbreviated as263
‘Co’), six sandy facies (abbreviated as ‘Sa’) and six finer  facies comprising mudstones and264
siltstones (abbreviated as ‘Fi’). Detailed facies descriptions are provided in Table A in the265
Appendix and further facies information on the Kerinitis fan delta can be found in Backert et266
al. (2010). The facies have been organised into four facies associations (FA) (Figs. 5 and 6, and267
Table 1) that are differentiated based on geometric position (denoted by number) and eight268
sub-associations that are differentiated based on deposit ional environment (denoted by269
letter).  The fluvial  and  shallow  water  topset  FAs (1a-b  and  2a-b)  and  the foreset  FA (3)270
construct the main stratal units of the deltas. The bottomset FAs (4a-c) form the thinner, finer-271
grained intervals between the units.272
5.1. FA1 - Fluvial topsets273
We identify two fluvial topset FAs with 1a) channel-fill and 1b) delta plain interpretations (Fig.274
5). The channel-fill FA constructs the largest proportion of the fan delta topset deposits275
(~95%). FA 1a is characterised in Unit 7 at Location S1 (Selinous) and in Unit 3 at Location K3276
(Kerinitis) as a poorly-sorted, sandy gravel-cobble conglomerate with crude laminations and277
clast imbricat ion. The clasts are sub-angular to sub-rounded and the bed bases are highly278
erosional (facies Co1 and Co2 in Table A, Appendix). We interpret this deposit to be the279
product of bedload transport in a high-energy fluvial flow regime.280
The fan delta plain FA (1b) is characterised in Unit 8 at Location S2 (Selinous) (Figs. 4 and 5)281
and at  the top of  Unit  2 at  Location K3 (Kerinit is) as a poorly-sorted, sandy gravel-cobble282
conglomerate (facies Co1, Sa2, Sa6 and Fi3 in Table A, Appendix). The cobbles are <10 cm283
diameter and sub-angular, implying limited transport time from source to deposition. The284
11
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gravelly coarse sand beds present normal grading and contain cm-thick, red palaeosols,285
indicating subaerial exposure.286
5.2. FA2 - Shallow water topsets287
Two shallow-water topset FAs have been identified: 2a) beach barrier and 2b) lower288
shoreface (Fig. 5). The beach barrier FA (2a) is characterised at Location S3 (Selinous) by bi-289
directional metre-scale cross-beds with well-sorted, open-framework, rounded and discoidal290
pebbles (facies Co4 and Co5 in Table A, Appendix). This indicates textural maturity and291
character typical of beach reworking (Fig. 5). FA 2a is present at the top of Unit 10 at Selinous292
Location S3 and is overlain by a finer-grained interval and subsequently by the 10 m-scale293
foresets of Unit 11 (Fig. 4). We have not observed FA 2a at Kerinitis, but Backert et al. (2010)294
report a foreshore FA at the top of Unit 7. The lower shoreface FA is present in the lower part295
of  Unit  8 at  Location S2 (Selinous) and comprises m-scale bi-directional, asymptotic cross-296
beds resembling hummocky-cross stratification (facies Co5 in Table A, Appendix), typical of297
storm reworking below fair weather wave base.298
5.3. FA3 - Foresets299
The foreset FA represents most of the down-dip parts of the exposed fan delta successions300
(Figs. 1, 2 and 5). At Selinous, the foreset FA is apparent in Unit 8 at Location S1, Unit 9 at301
Location S2, and Unit 11 at Location S3 (Fig. 4). At the Kerinitis study locations, the foreset FA302
is apparent in Unit 7 at Location K1a, b and c and Unit 6 at K2. The foreset FA is represented303
by steep, basinward-dipping (between 22° and 25°), 10-350 m high cross-beds. The cross-beds304
comprise well-sorted, clast-supported (and sometimes open-framework), sub-rounded305
cobble conglomerate with some inverse grading and many scours (facies Co3, Co4 and Sa4 in306
Table  A,  Appendix).  In  some  places,  the  conglomeratic  foreset  units  are  separated  by307
preserved, gently-dipping finer-grained intervals (e.g. Fig. 5), but in most cases these are308
eroded. The foreset  facies association was emplaced in a high energy environment occupied309
by avalanching sediment gravity flows, characteristic of the upper foreset slope. The height310
of the foresets indicates the palaeo-water depth and ranges from a few metres when the311
foresets built over a previous delta topset (e.g. S1-3; Fig. 4), to a few hundred metres, when312
they built beyond the previous fan delta TFBP and into the deep water basin (e.g. Figs. 5 and313
7).314
5.4. FA4 - Bottomsets315
12
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Three bottomset FAs have been identified across the fan deltas and are interpreted to316
represent distal (4a), intermediate (4b) and proximal (4c) positions with respect to the317
sediment input point (Fig. 6 and Table 1). These deposits form the fine-grained intervals318
between the major stratigraphic units.319
The distal bottomset FA (4a) is mainly represented by calcareous mudstone-siltstone (marl)320
beds, and is apparent in the interval between Units 7 and 8 at Location S1 (Selinous; Figs. 4321
and 6). There is evidence of soft-sediment deformation and cm-wide, 10 cm-length, sand- and322
mud-filled burrows (facies Sa1, Sa3, Fi1, Fi2 and Fi4, in Table A, Appendix). A 0.8 m thick,323
laterally discontinuous, poorly-sorted, clast-supported sandstone-cobble-grade324
conglomerate (facies Co4 in Table A, Appendix) cuts into the finer sediments. We interpret325
the fine sediments to be deposited from dilute turbidity currents and suspension fall-out in a326
low energy environment, and the conglomerate as a debrite sourced from the delta front.327
The intermediate bottomset FA (4b) is evident between Units 10 and 11 at Location S3 (Figs.328
4 and 6). It is characterised by interbedded sandstone and mudstone beds with some wavy329
laminations. The sandstones are inversely graded with slightly erosive bases and gravel lags330
(facies Sa1, Sa2, Sa4, Sa5, Fi1, Fi2, Fi3, Fi5 and Fi6 in Table A, Appendix), and are interpreted331
as turbidites. Muddy intervals represent periods of quiescence between events, or dilute332
turbidity current deposits. The proximal bottomset FA (4c) is observed between Units 8 and333
9 at Location S2, between Units 5 and 6 at Location K2, and between Units 4 and 7 at Location334
K1a (Figs. 4 and 6). It is characterised by coarser, mainly well-sorted sand-gravel-grade335
sediments (facies Co6, Sa1-6, Fi1 and Fi2 in Table A, Appendix), with symmetrical and336
asymmetrical ripple laminations, gravel dune-scale cross-beds, wavy and planar laminations,337
soft sediment deformation (convolute laminations, folds and dewatering structures) and338
bioturbation. The range of structures is interpreted to be due to a more proximal position339
with respect to the river outlet, where hyperpycnal flows and wave processes may have340
operated near the base of small foreset slopes in shallow water.341
342
6. KEY SURFACES343
6.1. Flooding surfaces344
Fan delta successions can be subdivided into major stratal units based on stratal terminations345
(e.g. downlaps, onlaps, and truncations) and major facies changes (Mitchum et al., 1977).346
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Fine-grained intervals are present between conglomeratic units in the topset regions and347
transition zones. Basinward, fine-grained units are poorly preserved, with one exception at348
Location K1b (Kerinit is). However, their correlative expression can be traced down-dip into349
the foreset region using onlap and downlap patterns, and dip changes between foresets. In350
both fan deltas, the fine-grained intervals are similar in their position (generally preserved in351
the topset regions and transition zones) and thickness (~2 m). Locally, the bases of the fine-352
grained intervals are slightly erosional. The facies of the fine-grained intervals range from353
laminated mudstones and deformed siltstones (FA 4a), interbedded siltstones-sandstones (FA354
4b), to rippled sandstones and gravels (FA 4c).355
The base of the fine-grained intervals are interpreted to represent transgressive surfaces. The356
maximum flooding surfaces are speculated to be within the fine-grained units in the topset357
region of the deltas above each transgressive surface. The upper part of the fine-grained358
intervals may be contemporaneous with the foreset progradation and therefore represent359
the subsequent regressive trend. In the analogous modern conglomeratic deltas along the360
southern shore of the Gulf of Corinth, fine-grained deposits are restricted to: 1) inter-361
distributary bays, 2) lagoons, 3) fluvial overbanks, and 4) shelfal, shallow water bottomsets,362
away from the dynamic, coarse-grained, gravity-driven processes in the foreset region, and363
where dilute turbidity currents and suspension fall-out processes dominate. The two former364
interpretations are omitted based on the absence of rootlets, palaeosols, intact fauna or365
overall palaeocurrent changes that would indicate delta lobe avulsion and thus a migration366
to an inter-distributary bay setting. In addition, the fine-grained intervals are too widespread367
to represent a single lagoon in this setting. In the more proximal parts of the fan delta, it is368
not possible to characterise the fine-grained intervals, so it is possible that they could369
comprise of fluvial overbank deposits (Backert et al., 2010). However, an interpretation of370
transgressive reworking of the topset region and deposition of shelfal fines is favoured.371
We do not infer a great water depth for the deposition of the bottomset facies, and interpret372
the fine-grained deposits to represent shelfal fines as opposed to slope/abyssal plain fines373
when positioned landward of the large, basinward-dipping foresets. Where small foresets374
prograde in shallow water in the proximal topset region, widespread bottomset deposition375
over the previous fan delta topset occurs (Fig. 7).  If the previous delta topset, and thus the376
subsequent overlying bottomset, lies at a water depth above storm wave base, upper and377
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lower shoreface environmental facies are possible, even though geometrically they were378
deposited in the bottomsets (FA4b and FA4c). Bathymetry data of the Late Pleistocene and379
modern Selinous deltas (Cotterill, 2002; McNeill et al., 2005; Fig. 7) support the intercalation380
of  bottomset  and topset  deposits. The topset  of  the Late Pleistocene delta (Y in Fig. 7) is381
overlain by the fine sediment of the modern system’s bottomset (X in Fig. 7). Debrites from382
the modern system are identified in the bottomset of X that are placed on the topset of Y.383
384
6.2. Sequence boundaries385
In most cases, there is evidence for minor erosion of the fine-grained intervals by overlying386
topset units during progradation. However, deeper erosion (at the scale of several metres387
depth) that is subaerial in nature is only expressed at Selinous. At Selinous Location S2, the388
progradational foresets of Unit 9 infill a ~4 m deep erosional surface that incises into the389
underlying fine-grained interval. Where the fine-grained interval is missing, foresets are seen390
to directly overlay Unit 8, which comprises fluvial delta plain facies (FA1b) with several391
palaeosols (Fig. 8). The large lateral extent of the surface, traceable across the length of the392
whole fan delta, and the basinward shift of depositional environments, supports an393
interpretation of the erosive surface as a sequence boundary formed by a relative base level394
fall. Between Units 7 and 8 at  S1, another  surface with erosion of  several  metres depth is395
apparent and could be a sequence boundary. The bottomset deposit at this location is finer,396
and therefore interpreted to be more distal, than those at S2.397
At Kerinitis, there is a ~100 m deep erosional cut at Key Stratal Surface 5 (KSS5) between the398
foresets of Units 3 and 7. Backert et al. (2010) attribute this to a large-scale submarine mass399
failure unrelated to relative base level change. Otherwise, major surfaces at Kerinitis appear400
to be either: 1) associated with major facies changes with limited erosion, or 2) erosive with401
a lack of subaerial indicators and occurring at the base of foresets (‘cuspate erosion surfaces’402
in Backert et al., 2010). Therefore, these erosion surfaces are not interpreted to represent403
sequence boundaries due to the lack of evidence of subaerial exposure. We interpret that the404
erosion surfaces form by autocyclic processes, in agreement with the interpretation from405
Backert et al. (2010). Figure 8 shows the difference in the nature of key stratigraphic surfaces406
between Selinous (erosive sequence boundary) and Kerinitis (non-erosive surface) with407
examples from S2 and K3.408
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In summary, sequence boundaries are interpreted near the fault tip at Selinous, but not near409
the fault centre at Kerinitis. One explanation is that Kerinitis is positioned near the fault centre410
where greater subsidence could counteract basinwide relative base level falls (cf. Gawthorpe411
et al., 1994).412
413
7. STRATAL STACKING PATTERNS414
7.1. Description of stratal stacking patterns415
At both fan deltas, the major stratal units are dominated by conglomerates, comprising FA 1416
and 2 in the topsets and FA 3 in the foresets. The topsets extend for up to 2 km away from417
the fault to the TFBP, where restored stratigraphic dips increase from sub-horizontal to 20-418
25°. Average unit thickness is thinner at Selinous (~25 m) at Selinous compared to Kerinitis419
(~60 m). At both fan deltas, the units thicken towards the fault by ca. 10 m. The thickness of420
the units are generally uniform through time at Selinous. At Kerinit is, unit thickness generally421
increases towards the middle part of the fan delta and thins towards the top (Backert et al.,422
2010). The units also thicken into the foreset regions down-dip with foreset heights reaching423
>350 m, as the fan deltas prograded into deeper water depths towards the basin centre. At424
Selinous, we observe fifteen stratal units. At Kerinitis, we observe eleven stratal units, but the425
base of the Kerinitis succession is not observed. Previously, Kerinitis has been subdivided into426
twelve (Dart et al., 1994) or eleven stratigraphic units, with the uppermost unit designated as427
the Kolokotronis fan delta of the Upper Group (Backert et al., 2010). A ‘proto-delta’ (Stratal428
Unit 0 in Backert et al., 2010) recording initiation of subsidence is also identified towards the429
base of Kerinitis and is differentiated based on the interpretation of a sequence boundary at430
the top, drainage realignment and basinward shift of the subsequent units (Backert et al.,431
2010).432
Trajectory analysis of the TFBP (Figs. 7 and 9) was undertaken at both fan deltas for the middle433
units: Units 4-8 at Kerinitis and Units 7-11 at Selinous. It should be noted that these units were434
chosen for analysis based on accessibility alone and there is no evidence for correlation435
between the units. Trajectory analysis for the whole of the Kerinitis fan delta is presented by436
Backert et al. (2010). Figure 9 shows schematic dip sections of the two fan deltas juxtaposed437
along the P-M Fault, with the trajectory analysis of each for comparison. The unit thicknesses438
are normalised to emphasise the relative patterns in the trajectory styles. From the trajectory439
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analysis, it appears that the stacking patterns are similar at both fan deltas across three scales,440
from stacking within units (10 m-scale), stacking between units (100 m-scale), to stacking of441
the whole fan delta succession (several 100 m-scale).442
At Selinous, there is a progradational-to-aggradational style within Units 7-10, as shown by443
the climbing basinward trajectory of  the TFBP. Unit  11 has a different  trajectory, as small-444
scale (10 m) foresets are apparent closer to the fault. This is shown by the proximal climbing445
basinward trajectory of the TFBP (aggrading), followed by the horizontal basinward trajectory446
(prograding). Between Units 7 and 11 at Selinous there is generally retrogradation, i.e. the447
final TFBP of each unit is landward of that of the previous unit (Fig. 9). However, the Selinous448
fan delta is aggradational given the overall limited horizontal migration of the TFBP. Within449
Units 4-8 at Kerinitis, there appears to be a progradational-aggradational stacking pattern450
that resembles the style of Units 7-11 at Selinous. The final TFBP of Unit 5 is landward of that451
of Unit 4, indicating a phase of retrogradation. The final TFBP of Units 6 and 7 are basinward452
of their underlying units, indicating a phase of retrogradation. Finally, Unit 8 is landward of453
that of Unit 7, and indicates retrogradation. Backert et al. (2010) compile the fan delta units454
into three packages and interpret the lower package (Units 1-3) as progradational, the middle455
package as progradation-aggradational (Units 4-9) and the upper package as progradational456
(Units 10-11). Although there are variations in stacking pattern, the overall posit ion of the457
TFBP between Units 4 and 8, and indeed of the whole fan delta, migrated a limited distance458
(~1.5 km; Fig. 9). Therefore, Kerinitis also exhibits an overall aggradational stacking pattern.459
It is not possible to access and characterise the fine-grained intervals across much of the460
topset part of the fan deltas with some exceptions, so it is not possible to define the landward461
extent of flooding.462
7.2. Interpretation of stratal stacking patterns463
The progradation-aggradation within the units at both fan deltas was a response to building464
out into space created by base level rise and subsidence, with sedimentation initially465
exceeding and then keeping pace with space creation. The retrogradational phase at Selinous,466
between Units 7-11, represents a time when the relative base level rise outpaced the467
sedimentation rate. The aggradational phase at Kerinitis between Units 4-8 represents a time468
when sedimentation was equal to the space available. The overall aggradational trend469
observed in both fan deltas is a response to overall sedimentation having kept pace with470
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accommodation generation. The greater unit thickness in the topset region at Kerinitis than471
Selinous may be attributed to the greater space made available from a higher subsidence rate472
near the fault centre than near the fault tip.473
At both fan deltas there is clear cyclicity, with several major conglomeratic stratal units474
separated by fine-grained intervals, both with relatively constant thickness within each fan475
delta. Autocyclic switching of channel position is intrinsic to the architecture of fan delta tops.476
However, based on previous studies and repeated airborne photography of the Gulf of477
Corinth over  the last  75 years, it  is apparent  that  the rivers on the delta tops avulse on a478
decadal-centennial t imescales (Soter & Katsonopoulou, 1998; McNeill & Collier, 2004). Here479
we are characterising an assumed larger scale cyclical behaviour. Such organised cyclicity is480
unlikely to develop from clustering of seismic activity (Scholz, 2010) as the long term velocity481
field over this timescale of 10-100 kyr is constant, due to the viscous flow of the lower crust482
(Wdowinski et al., 1989). Given this, and the fact that low-mid latitude Pleistocene lakes are483
characterised by high amplitude base level fluctuations (Gasse et al., 1989; Benson et al.,484
1998; Marshall et al., 2011; Lyons et al., 2015; Marchegiano et al., 2017), the cyclicity is485
attributed to periodicity in lake level change associated with climate. Previous authors also486
advocate this interpretation (Dart et al., 1994; Backert et al., 2010). Sediment supply is also487
likely to fluctuate with climate (Collier et al., 1990; Collier et al., 2000). Therefore, during the488
existence of the lake, climatic changes associated with orbital forcing influenced the evolution489
of the coast through fluctuations in both base level and sediment supply (Collier, 1990; Leeder490
et al., 1998; Moretti et al., 2004; Gawthorpe et al., 2017b). Lake level is interpreted to have491
risen and fallen multiple times throughout the Early-Middle Pleistocene with close to zero net492
change over the build times of the fan deltas. Without the addition of fault-related493
subsidence, there would be no space for the sediments to accumulate on the topsets, as each494
base level fall would remove the space created by each base level rise. Instead, distinctly495
progradational stacking pattern would be apparent with a consistent sediment supply, which496
is not apparent. Sedimentation must therefore have kept pace with the space creation from497
subsidence.498
499
8. QUANTIFICATION OF CONTROLS500
Here, we attempt to use the field data to discern and quantify the architectural controls on501
fan delta evolution. Subsidence rates can be estimated using the thickness of the syn-rift502
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successions over the time through which the fan deltas built (fan delta build time),503
sedimentation rates from the combination of thickness accumulated and stacking pattern504
over time, and base level change from extrapolation of unit thickness to the fault tip where505
subsidence is zero. We assign qualitative uncertainty values (1-5) to each control parameter,506
where 1 represents a very low uncertainty estimate and 5 represents a very high uncertainty507
estimate. This approach identified which variable is most uncertain and would be a focus for508
numerical model testing. Table 2 presents each control parameter and uncertainty estimate.509
Local climate varied in response to orbital forcing during the Early-Middle Pleistocene with510
the ~41 kyr dominant  cyclicity (Capraro et  al., 2005; Dodonov, 2005; Suc & Popescu, 2005)511
that is recorded worldwide (Emiliani, 1978; Head & Gibbard, 2005; Lisiecki & Raymo, 2007).512
This is assigned a low uncertainty value of 1. The Gulf of Corinth was mainly lacustrine (Lake513
Corinth) between ~3.6 Ma and ~600 ka (Freyberg, 1973; Collier, 1990; Moretti et  al., 2004;514
Gawthorpe  et  al.,  2017b).  It  is likely  that  lake  levels fluctuated  as a  result  of  the  well-515
constrained cyclical climatic changes, but it is not known how the lake level changed and516
whether it mimicked global sea level fluctuations. Various studies from the Late Pleistocene517
show low-mid latitude lakes fluctuating with the same periodicity as global sea level, e.g. Lake518
Lisan, Dead Sea (Torfstein et al., 2013), Lakes Tana and Tanganyika, East Africa (Gasse et al.,519
1989; Marshall et  al., 2011), Mono and Owens Lakes, California (Benson et  al., 1998), Lake520
Trasimeno, Italy (Marchegiano et al., 2017), with low lake levels corresponding to events521
during glacial periods (low global sea level). However, the climate response (precipitation-522
evaporation balance) to such events is spatially variable and it is also unknown whether this523
Late Pleistocene trend is representative of climate changes during the Early-Middle524
Pleistocene. The cyclical stratigraphy and facies of the deltas indicate that lake level changes525
did occur, and a frequency of ~41 kyr in line with climate during the Early-Middle Pleistocene526
is consistent with the age of the fan deltas.527
Palynological data from the adjacent and contemporaneous Vouraikos delta indicate that the528
fan deltas started to build at ~1.8 Ma (Ford et al., 2007), and stopped developing when they529
began to be uplifted in the footwall of the West Helike Fault. Using uplift rates on the530
contiguous East Helike Fault of 1-1.5 mm/yr (De Martini et al., 2004) and present-day final531
topset elevation (~800 m) of the fan delta, an age for their demise is estimated as 530-800 ka532
(Ford  et  al.,  2007).  The age constraint  from  palynology  and  uplift  rates of  ~1.8-~700  ka533
supports the use of ~41 kyr as the dominant cyclicity.534
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Assuming the cyclicity is not autogenic,  and each fine-grained interval contains a maximum535
flooding surface on the rising limb of a relative base level curve, the deposition of each unit536
represents one climatic cycle. At Selinous, there are fifteen stratal units, each representing537
~41 kyr of deposition, from which we infer that the fan delta built over a total of 615 kyr. At538
Kerinit is, the base is not exposed, but there are at least eleven stratal units and so the539
minimum delta build time is 450 kyr. If the ‘proto-delta’ at  the base were to be included in540
our framework or the lower units were exposed, this estimated build time would be longer.541
These approximations are consistent with previous estimates of fan delta build time based on542
palynological analysis of the concurrent and adjacent Vouraikos fan delta of 500-800 kyr543
(Malarte et al., 2004; Ford et al., 2007), and therefore we assign these build t ime estimates544
with a low uncertainty value of 2.545
There is far greater uncertainty on the amplitude of lake level change. The unit thicknesses at546
Kerinitis are ~60 m and at Selinous are ~25 m. As both fan deltas developed only 6 km apart,547
in the hangingwall of the same fault, the lake level fluctuat ions affecting both systems were548
the same, and the difference in unit thicknesses is mainly due to variation in local subsidence549
rate. Subsidence was greater  at  Kerinitis than at  Selinous;  at  least  35 m of  unit  thickness550
accounts for the contribution from additional subsidence at Kerinit is. Therefore, the551
maximum base level rise during one cycle is 25 m. As Selinous sits close to the fault  tip but552
still underwent subsidence, lake level change would have been less than 25 m. The amplitude553
of lake level rise is assigned a high uncertainty value of 4.554
Neither succession has undergone significant burial or compaction. The thickness of syn-rift555
sediments against the fault, and therefore maximum total subsidence at Selinous is ~400 m.556
The  sediment  is  inferred  to  have  accumulated  over  615  kyr,  which  gives  an  average557
subsidence rate of  0.65 m/kyr. At  Kerinitis, there is an estimated thickness, and therefore558
estimated  total  subsidence of  ~800 m,  which  is calculated  based on  average topset  unit559
thickness of 65 m, average topset thickening into the fault of ~10 m and 11 observable units.560
We infer that the sediment accumulated during 11 cycles over at least 450 kyr, which gives a561
minimum average subsidence rate of 1.77 m/kyr. The axes of the two fan deltas are562
positioned 6 km apart along-strike of the fault, and therefore using the two estimated average563
subsidence rates, subsidence decay per kilometre is approximately 0.19 m/kyr towards the564
fault tip. As Kerinitis is positioned is 10 km from the western fault tip and the fault is ~24 km565
in length, it  sits ~2 km to the east of the fault  centre, and therefore the average subsidence566
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rate there is slightly lower than the maximum on the fault. The Vouraikos fan delta sits ~3-4567
km  to  the  west  of  the  fault  centre  and  has  a  thickness  of  >800m  (Ford  et  al.,  2007).568
Extrapolating the subsidence decay rate derived between Selinous and Kerinitis towards the569
fault centre gives an estimated average minimum subsidence rate at the centre of the fault570
of 2.15 m/kyr. This estimate is highly comparable to Holocene fault-related subsidence rates571
from the Gulf of Corinth (2.2-3.5 mm/yr, McNeill & Collier, 2004), the Gulf of Patras, central572
Greece (average of 2-5 mm/yr, and 1-2 mm/yr away from the main border faults, Chronis et573
al., 1991) and the Wasatch Fault Zone, Basin and Range Province, USA (<2 mm/yr, Schwartz574
& Coppersmith, 1984; Machette et al., 1991; Gawthorpe et al., 1994). The syn-rift  sediment575
thicknesses (total subsidence) is well-constrained and we consider the fan delta build time576
has relatively low uncertainty, hence the subsidence rates are assigned an equivalent low577
uncertainty value of  2. If  each cycle had a ~20 kyr  or  ~100 kyr  period, then the calculated578
subsidence rate would change, but this is neither consistent with the current understanding579
of climate in Greece in the Early-Middle Pleistocene, nor typical fault displacement rates in580
the region (McNeill & Collier, 2004; Capraro et al., 2005; Dodonov, 2005; Suc & Popescu,581
2005).582
The aggradational stacking trend at both fan deltas reveals that overall sedimentation rate583
kept pace with subsidence rate over the fan delta build times. Accordingly, as aggradation is584
present at both fan deltas and there is greater subsidence at Kerinitis, the sedimentation rate585
must be higher at Kerinitis. By dividing the total thickness of syn-rift sediment by the time586
taken for the sediment to accumulate, the average sedimentation rate at Selinous must be587
~0.65 m/kyr, and at Kerinitis the average sedimentation rate is higher at ~1.77 m/kyr. This is588
similar to estimates for the Vouraikos fan delta that sits along-strike from Kerinitis (Fig. 1),589
where sedimentation rates are estimated to be 1.3-2 mm/yr (Ford et al., 2007). We refer to a590
sedimentation rate, and not a sediment supply rate, as some of the sediment may have been591
bypassed to the deep basin (e.g. Stevenson et al., 2015), or redistributed along-strike.592
Although justified as an estimate, an average sedimentation rate does not reflect any593
probable variation over the fan delta build t ime, for example from climate or slip rate related594
changes in erosion rate, we therefore assign these a high uncertainty value of 4.595
9. REDUCING UNCERTAINTY OF CONTROL PARAMETERS596
9.1. Numerical modelling with Syn-Strat597
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To reduce the uncertainty and more accurately quantify the major controls, we undertake a598
numerical modelling exercise using Syn-Strat (Barrett et al., 2018). Syn-Strat produces a 3D599
graphical surface representing accommodation in the hangingwall of a normal fault, resulting600
from tectonic subsidence, sedimentation and sea- or lake-level inputs. Stacking patterns or601
systems tracts can be applied to the surface. Control parameters that have been derived from602
the field data are input into the model (Fig. 10). Various sensitivity tests are performed,603
whereby one of the controls with the least uncertainty is varied to assess the closest match604
to the field observations. Magnitude of base level change and sedimentation rate have the605
greatest uncertainty (Table 2). Although the variation in sedimentation rate through time is606
unknown, we have some constraint on average sedimentation rate from the aggradational607
stacking patterns at both fan deltas. Lake level change amplitude was tested, and is varied at608
5 m intervals from 5 m to 30 m (Fig. 11). The field observations that  we compare are the609
presence of sequence boundaries at Selinous and absence at Kerinitis, and are taken from610
sections cutting the eastern margins of the fan deltas (positions are indicated on the flattened611
plots, CI-CVI in Fig. 11 by the dashed lines).612
Figure 10 explains the set-up of the numerical modelling tests. The size of the basin is defined613
first in the model and represented by the size of the matrix. In this case, we define the fault614
block width (6 km) and length (24 km), and the distance between the axis of each fan delta (6615
km). The sediment input points are placed at the respective positions of the fan deltas along616
the fault; 4 km (Selinous) and 10 km (Kerinitis) from the western fault t ip. For the t imescale,617
we take the maximum fan delta build time, which is derived from Selinous as 615 kyr. Each618
parameter is defined with one dimensional graphical curves plotted along the fault (x), away619
from the fault (y), and in time (t) (Fig. 10A1).620
We present the subsidence and lake level controls alone (Fig. 10A), in order to show the621
resultant relative base level curve without sedimentation inputs. All parameters are kept622
constant, other than the parameter in question (lake level amplitude). The 3D output shows623
relative base level change at  every point  along the length of  the fault  for a position in the624
immediate hangingwall of the fault (red line on the schematic diagram in B2 of Fig. 10). This625
position is chosen as it is where the maximum topset unit thickness is observed and has been626
used to calculate the subsidence and sedimentation rates. Systems tracts (or stages of a base627
level curve) can be applied to a 3D relative base level (A2 and A3 of Fig. 10), just as they can628
to a traditional 1D relative base level curve. With the given parameters, it is apparent that the629
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key stratigraphic surfaces are diachronous along the fault due to the subsidence variation.630
The falling limb of the relative base level curve (purple segment on Fig. 10A) and therefore631
sequence boundary is defined as the onset of the fall (between yellow and purple segments).632
It is not expressed at the fault centre, because subsidence outpaces the maximum rate of lake633
level fall. Sedimentation fills the space made available through time (Fig. 10B), so that at each634
time step, the space for subsequent deposition is a result of the preceding base level change,635
subsidence and sedimentation (Barrett et al., 2018). The addition of the sedimentation curves636
in time and space (Fig. 10B1) produces an accommodation curve that is reduced from637
sediment-filling at the posit ions of the fan deltas (Fig. 10B3).638
The suite of sensitivity tests show that the diachroneity of stratigraphic surfaces decreases639
with increasing amplitude of base level, as the subsidence control becomes less dominant640
(Fig. 11). In the test  with the lowest  base level change (5 m; CI), the onset  of  relative base641
level fall occurs ~6-12 kyr earlier at the centre of the fan deltas than at the margins, whereas642
in the highest amplitude base level change test (30 m; CVI), it  appears to occur at the same643
time along the fault, and any diachroneity is below the resolution of the model. There is a644
clear difference in the nature of sequence boundaries diachroneity between the tests. There645
are also changes within each test through time. It appears that the diachroneity generally646
increases through time and in doing so, progressively limits the sequence boundaries to647
positions closer towards the centre of the fan deltas. This is likely to be in response to the648
subsidence and sedimentation rates increasing through time in the model (Fig. 10). Our649
analysis was undertaken in the middle to upper units of the fan deltas and so it is here in the650
model outputs that we assess the presence or absence of sequence boundaries.651
When the amplitude of  base level  change is >20 m (Fig.  11,  CIV,  CV and  CVI),  sequence652
boundaries are expressed across both Kerinitis and Selinous. In the field, however, we observe653
sequence boundaries at Selinous, but not at Kerinitis. In the 5 m amplitude test (Fig. 11, CI),654
sequence boundaries are present at the centre of both fan deltas as here there is maximum655
sedimentation; the sediments fill and exceed the available accommodation and this causes656
the system to prograde basinwards. However, at the margins of the fan deltas, where657
sedimentation is lower, the sequence boundaries are not expressed. As we observe sequence658
boundaries at the margin of Selinous, this test is also not comparable to our observations. For659
base level change amplitudes of 10 m and 15 m (Fig. 11, CII and CIII), sequence boundaries660
are expressed in the model results in the middle-upper units at the margin of Selinous, but661
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not at Kerinitis, which match our field observations. These tests are performed with average662
sedimentation rate equivalent to subsidence. Sedimentation rate is unlikely to be higher than663
our estimates, but could be lower. In this case, the effect of a relative base level rise would664
be amplified, so a lower lake level amplitude would be required to give the same response to665
match our field observations. The lake level change amplitude estimate is therefore a666
maximum value. In the 15 m amplitude change test (Fig 11, CIII), sequence boundaries are667
absent at Kerinitis in the upper units, but present in the middle units. In the field, the middle668
units (Units 4-8) do not reveal sequence boundaries, hence the 10 m amplitude lake level669
change amplitude is more consistent  with field observations than the 15 m. However, we670
recognise that uncertainties in the inputs do not allow us to constrain the magnitude of lake671
level amplitude change to less than 5 m, henceforth we utilise a unit thickness extrapolation672
approach to validate the numerical modelling output.673
9.2. Refinement of lake level change using unit thickness extrapolation method674
Lake level changes of 10-15 m amplitude are supported by the extrapolation of unit675
thicknesses towards the fault  tip (Fig. 12). Average unit  thickness of  the Kerinitis topsets is676
~60 m and at Selinous is ~25 m. The thickness contribut ion from subsidence is at least 35 m677
at Kerinitis and reduces towards the fault tip (in blue on Fig. 12). The unit thickness decay678
between Kerinitis and Selinous occurs over 6 km, with a decay rate of 5.8 m/km. If the same679
assumed linear unit decay trend is extrapolated a further 4 km to the fault tip, where fault-680
controlled subsidence is theoretically zero, the units would hypothetically lose a further 23 m681
thickness, leaving 12 m of possible unit thickness at the fault tip. There must be a space682
created for this thickness of sediment to accumulate at the fault tip as subsidence is zero, and683
fluctuation of lake level associated with climate change is the most likely mechanism. There684
is no actual stratigraphy preserved at the fault tip because there is no net accommodation685
gain in the immediate hangingwall of the P-M Fault. This analysis assumes that there is no686
additional space creation from other nearby faults, background subsidence or underlying687
topography for the sediments to fill. The calculated 12 m base level change is comparable688
with the model estimate of 10-15 m.689
10. IMPLICATIONS690
The implications for this work are threefold: 1) we demonstrate a method for dissociating691
base level from faulting, which could be applied to a number of other rift basin-fills; 2) we692
present a quantitative modelling approach to the analysis of stacking and surfaces,693
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constrained by field data, that could be applied to stratigraphic pinchout assessment and694
cross-hole correlations in reservoir analysis; and 3) we derive a lake level change amplitude695
for the region, which could aid regional palaeoclimate studies and inform broader climate-696
system models.697
10.1. Applications to other basins698
Two independent methods – forward modelling with Syn-Strat and unit thickness699
extrapolation – provided comparable results for lake level change amplitude in Lake Corinth700
through the Early to Middle Pleistocene (10-15 m). Other studies have presented the problem701
of dissociating base level from faulting in rift basins. Dorsey & Umhoefer (2000) attribute the702
accommodation creation for the Pliocene vertically stacked deltas in the Loreto Basin, Gulf of703
California to episodic fault-controlled subsidence near the fault centre, and to eustasy near704
the fault t ip, by correlation of parasequences to a marine oxygen isotope curve. It is likely that705
subsidence rate outpaced eustasy near the fault centre to restrict the development of706
sequence boundaries to the fault tips. By utilising our methods, it would be possible to affirm707
whether the stacking cyclicity observed is attributable to faulting or base level change. The708
numerical modelling approach with Syn-Strat is not limited to rift basins. Any mechanism that709
creates or reduces accommodation (e.g. salt diapirism or thrust folding) could replace the710
normal fault in the model and sequence stratigraphic evolution in these settings could be711
assessed. In areas with good age/eustatic sea level constraints, and for given sedimentation712
rates, different structural styles could be tested to find the best fit to the observed713
stratigraphy.714
10.2. Subsurface appraisal715
By comparing two fan deltas we have been able to constrain the interplay of allogenic controls716
responsible for their depositional architectures. The study of a single fan delta would not have717
been sufficient to do this, hence we highlight the importance of studying multiple systems718
within a single basin-fill. With subsidence rates of 0.65 m/kyr at Selinous at ~4 km from the719
western fault tip, 1.77 m/kyr at Kerinitis at ~10 km from the tip, there should be a maximum720
subsidence rate of 2.14 m/kyr at the fault centre (~2 km further along-strike). Unit thickness721
could, for instance, be extrapolated along-strike to provide a hypothetical estimate of 72 m722
at the fault centre, assuming predominantly aggradational stacking geometries. We cannot723
test this in the area as no fan delta is located exactly at the fault centre and there is no point724
source at  the  fault  tip.  However,  in  other  settings the ability  to  predict  the  variation  of725
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stratigraphic thickness along-strike is important for assessment of stratigraphic pinchout in726
hydrocarbon reservoirs. The modelling work also demonstrates the extent and nature of727
diachroneity of sequence boundaries along-strike. Such spatiotemporal variability in erosion728
can have implications for reservoir unit correlation and connectivity. Barrett et al. (2018)729
demonstrate that the surfaces are not only diachronous, but how that diachroneity may730
change along the fault and through time for given scenarios. Here, we go one step further and731
quantify that variation. For example, in the 10 m lake level amplitude test, the sequence732
boundary occurs ~6 kyr earlier at the centre of the fan deltas than at the margins (Fig. 11). In733
a subsurface setting, this method could improve confidence in cross-hole correlations of these734
surfaces.735
10.3. Implications of a lake level change amplitude of 10-15 m736
Early-Middle Pleistocene climate for the Mediterranean region has been studied using737
palynology  (e.g.  Capraro  et  al.,  2005;  Suc  &  Popescu,  2005;  Joannin  et  al.,  2007)  and738
speleothem analysis as a proxy for local rainfall and air temperature (e.g. Dotsika et al., 2010).739
Climate fluctuated between cold and dry, and warm and wet periods in association with740
global climatic records during this time (Head & Gibbard, 2005, and references therein). We741
interpret that these climate changes resulted in changes in the level of Lake Corinth, which742
have been estimated to have an amplitude of 10-15 m. The geological record of amplitude is743
a valuable resource and our estimated value could inform hydrological budget calculations in744
both regional palaeoclimate studies of the Gulf of Corinth or Mediterranean, and broader745
climate-system numerical models that require lake level data as an input. Numerical models746
used to predict how future climate may impact a region require quantitative palaeoclimatic747
data from mult iple proxies from the land and ocean to understand the forcing mechanisms748
behind observed climatic patterns, and also to validate and improve the models themselves749
(Abrantes et al., 2012, Luterbacher et al., 2012).750
The volume of water that a 10-15 m change in lake level represents is crudely calculated for751
the Middle Pleistocene Lake Corinth. The lake boundaries are taken from Nixon et al. (2016)752
and do not include the Alkyonides Basin that may have been disconnected at that time (Nixon753
et al., 2016). A ~240 km perimeter is estimated and a volume change of ~17-26 km3 (order of754
1010 m3). How a 10-15 m rise would have impacted the coastline is dependent on the coastal755
gradient and local sediment supply. With an average gradient of the shelf slope in the Gulf of756
Corinth of 2.8° (from the Alkyonides Basin, Leeder et al., 2002), a 10-15 m change in lake level757
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would cause the coastline to shift by 250-310 m. However, considering parts of the coastline758
positioned on a fan delta, with topset gradients of <0.1° and foreset gradients of ~22°, this759
shift would be highly variable, depending on whether there is a lake level rise or fall. Starting760
at the topset-foreset breakpoint, a fall of 10-15 m, would cause the shoreline to advance only761
25-40 m due to the steep foreset slope (not including effects on sediment supply). On the762
other hand, a rise of 10-15 m from the breakpoint would cause a potential shoreline shift of763
5-10 km, due to the near-horizontal (0.1°) topset. In reality, coastal topography and the764
border faults would prevent such a dramatic shift, but this could explain the ~2.5-3 km extent765
from the P-M Fault of the fine-grained intervals that contain the maximum flooding surfaces766
between each major unit observed at both Selinous and Kerinitis.767
768
11. CONCLUSIONS769
We have undertaken the first sedimentological and stratigraphic study of the Selinous syn-rift770
fan delta in the Gulf of Corinth, Greece, and made comparisons with the adjacent and771
contemporaneous Kerinitis syn-rift fan delta. In doing so, we demonstrate that a multi-772
system-study approach is an effective way of understanding and quantifying allogenic basin773
controls. This is the first detailed comparison of stratigraphic architectures between along-774
strike systems in the hangingwall of a normal fault, positioned near the fault centre and near775
the fault tip. Eighteen facies and eight facies associations were identified between the deltas,776
and distinguished in terms of their topset to bottomset geometric position and depositional777
environments. Maximum flooding surfaces are apparent at both fan deltas between the778
major stratal units, but sequence boundaries are only observed at Selinous, near the fault tip.779
In spite of this, stacking patterns are similar between the fan deltas, as shown by trajectory780
analyses  of  both,  with  evidence  of:  1)  progradation  within  the  units  (10  m-scale),  2)781
retrogradation at Selinous and aggradation at Kerinitis between middle-upper units (100 m-782
scale),  3)  aggradation  at  the  fan  delta  scale  (400-800  m).  This  implies  that  overall783
sedimentation kept pace with accommodation in both cases. As subsidence rate is lower at784
Selinous near the fault t ip, average sedimentation rate must also be lower there than at785
Kerinit is. The duration for the whole of each fan delta to build were estimated - 615 kyr for786
Selinous and at least 450 kyr for Kerinitis. Controlling parameters were quantified from field787
observations, including subsidence and average sedimentation rates of 0.65 m/kyr at Selinous788
and >1.77 m/kyr at Kerinitis, and assigned uncertainty values from 1-5. The amplitude of lake789
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level change through time was deemed the most uncertain parameter. Numerical modelling790
with Syn-Strat was undertaken using the presence of sequence boundaries at both localities791
in various scenarios, to reduce the uncertainty and better constrain the amplitude of lake792
level change. Lake level changes of 10-15 m were estimated from the model and supported793
by an independent calculation of 12 m from unit thickness extrapolation towards the fault tip.794
The study has three broad outcomes: 1) demonstration of two complementary methods to795
identify and quantify fault ing and base level signals in the stratigraphic record, which could796
be applied to other rift basin-fills, 2) a quantitative approach to the analysis of stacking and797
surfaces, constrained by field data, that can be applied to stratigraphic pinchout assessment798
and cross-hole correlations in reservoir analysis; and 3) an estimate of lake level change799
amplitude in Lake Corinth for the Early-Middle Pleistocene, which could aid regional800
palaeoclimate studies and inform broader climate-system models.801
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List of Figures1063
Figure 1. Map of the study area on the southern side of the Gulf of Corinth, Greece. A) Map1064
of  Greece.  B)  Schematic diagram  of  the  Selinous and  Kerinitis syn-rift  fan  deltas.  C)  The1065
highlighted position of the two fan deltas along the P-M Fault with the locations of Figures 2,1066
3 and 4. Early-Middle Pleistocene fan deltas that  are of  interest  are shaded in yellow and1067
differentiated from present-day fan deltas (green), Middle-Upper Pleistocene fan deltas (grey1068
pattern), other contemporaneous syn-rift stratigraphy (grey) and pre-rift strata (white). The1069
main fan delta progradation directions are indicated by black arrows. Small ticks on faults1070
indicate throw and dip-direction. Currently active faults are in purple and inactive faults are1071
in black. Map is modified from Ford et al. (2007; 2013; 2016) after Ghisetti & Vezzani (2004).1072
Active faults and mapping of eastern area around the Xylokastro Horst and Ampithea Fault1073
from Gawthorpe et al. (2017b).1074
Figure 2. The stratigraphic architecture of Kerinitis. A) UAV photogrammetry-based 3D1075
outcrop model. B) Key stratigraphic surfaces interpretation by Backert et al. (2010) overlain1076
onto 3D outcrop model. Note overall aggradational stacking trend between units and on the1077
scale of the whole delta, with topsets generally overlying topsets and foresets generally1078
overlying foresets.1079
Figure 3. The stratigraphic architecture of Selinous. A) UAV photogrammetry-based 3D1080
outcrop model. B) Interpretation of major stratigraphic units and surfaces overlain onto 3D1081
outcrop model – colours are arbitrarily assigned to highlight the individual units. C) Cross-1082
sectional sketch of the Selinous fan delta with grey box to indicate area of outcrop model1083
images in A and B. Note the aggradational stacking trend on the scale of the whole fan delta,1084
with topsets generally overlying topsets and foresets generally overlying foresets.1085
Figure 4. Locations of detailed sedimentological studies at fan delta topset-foreset transitions:1086
A) at Selinous and B) at Kerinitis. Unit interpretations are overlain onto the 3D outcrop1087
models. Unit numbers are shown in white. Key stratigraphic surfaces (KSS) are differentiated1088
by colour arbitrarily and at Kerinitis, assigned according to the interpretation by Backert et al.1089
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(2010). Middle-upper units, Units 7-11 are the focus at Selinous and lower-middle units, Units1090
2-7 are the focus at Kerinitis. Insets show position (black box) in the context of each fan delta1091
on wider 3D outcrop models. Locations of sections are shown in Fig. 1.1092
Figure 5. Sedimentological details of Facies Associations 1-3 – fluvial topsets, shallow water1093
topsets and foresets. A) FA 1: log and field photograph of FA 1b (delta plain fluvial topset)1094
highlighting presence of palaeosol horizons, and field photograph of FA 1a (fluvial channel1095
fill). B) FA 2: sketch and field photograph of FA 2a (beach barrier) and field photograph of FA1096
2b (lower shoreface). Note m-scale asymptotic hummocky cross-stratification in FA 2b. Sketch1097
of the outcrop section revealing FA 2a is provided to highlight key features – m-scale, bi-1098
directional cross-beds, texturally mature clasts and normally graded cycles (facies Co5). Facies1099
Co5  is  subdivided  here  to  show  fining  upwards  cycles  (1-3);  1  =  poorly-sorted,  matrix-1100
supported, rounded gravel-pebble conglomerate; 2 = open-framework rounded pebbles; 3 =1101
poorly-sorted gravel. 3) FA 3: field photographs of  10 m-scale and 100 m-scale foresets at1102
Selinous and Kerinitis, and sketch log of foresets at Unit 11, Selinous Location S3.1103
Figure 6. A) Field photographs of FAs 4a and 4b. B) Log of FA4b from the fine interval between1104
Units 10 and 11 at Selinous Location S3. C) Log of FA4c from the fine interval between Units1105
5 and 6 at  Kerinitis Location K2. D) Field photographs of  FA4c – note symmetrical  ripples,1106
indicating shallow water depth.1107
Figure 7. Geometric position of shallow water bottomsets (FA4c). A) Diagram shows the1108
position of two hypothetical delta units X and Y to show the juxtaposition of underlying1109
topsets of  Y and overlying bottomsets of  X in shallow water. The bottomsets of  X are in a1110
water depth above storm wave base and therefore present shallow water facies even though1111
they are geometric bottomsets. B) Sketch of the modern Selinous fan delta (X), prograding1112
over the Late Pleistocene Selinous fan delta (Y) as an example of the juxtaposition shown in1113
A (position shown in Fig. 1). Bathymetry data from Cotterill  et  al. (2002) and McNeill et  al.1114
(2005).1115
Figure 8. Sketch and field photographs to present an erosional surface apparent at Selinous1116
Location S2 between Units 8 and 9, interpreted to be a sequence boundary. Photographs1117
shown from KSS2 between Units 1 and 2 of a non-erosive surface at Kerinitis as comparison.1118
Geologist for scale is 1.75 m. Numbers indicated in blue represent Facies Association codes.1119
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Figure 9. Summary diagram of architectural stacking at both fan deltas in their respective1120
positions along the P-M Fault. Trajectory analyses of topset-foreset breakpoint of both fan1121
deltas are shown alongside the cross-sections. Topset-foreset breakpoints are shown by black1122
filled circles and trajectory paths are shown by black lines. Study Locations S1-3 and K1-3 are1123
indicated. Unit thicknesses on trajectory analysis diagrams are normalised to emphasise the1124
relative patterns in the trajectory styles. The trajectory of Unit 4 is less certain (question1125
marks). Solid lines show observable trajectories in the transition zone and dashed lines show1126
our interpretation of retrogradation back to the fault and/or correlat ive surfaces to downdip1127
maximum flooding surfaces. Kerinitis cross-section from Gawthorpe et al. (2017a) after1128
Backert et al. (2010).1129
Figure 10. Input parameters for numerical model Syn-Strat, derived from field observations,1130
and example outputs. A) Relative base level curve inputs and output: A1) 1D input curves1131
representing subsidence and lake level in time and space; A2) the subdivision of a relat ive1132
base  level curve that is applied to the 3D surfaces; A3) resultant surface showing 3D relative1133
base level through time, along the length of the fault. B) Sedimentation inputs incorporated1134
to produce an accommodation surface: B1) 1D inputs of sedimentation in time and space B2)1135
schematic diagram with red line to indicate position of the plots relative to the fault, i.e. a1136
position in the immediate hangingwall of the fault; B3) resultant 3D accommodation surface.1137
Positions of Kerinitis and Selinous are shown by K and S labels, respectively. Sequence1138
boundaries are positioned between yellow and purple sections and are apparent at the fault1139
tips, but absent towards the fault centre in both A3 and B3. Note reduced accommodation at1140
fan delta locations in B3 due to sediment-filling. Amplitude of lake level change is varied in1141
the sensitivity tests (pale yellow). EFT = East Fault Tip; WFT = West Fault Tip.1142
Figure 11. Results from numerical modelling sensitivity tests with Syn-Strat. The amplitude of1143
lake level (A) is varied from 5 m to 30 m at 5 m intervals. 3D accommodation surface is shown1144
as example (B). Flattened accommodation surfaces are presented for each test with stages of1145
base level curve presented to allow visualisation of stratigraphic surface extent (CI-CVI).1146
Sequence boundaries (SBs) are between yellow and purple sections. Positions of Kerinitis and1147
Selinous are shown by K and S labels, respectively. Approximate outcrop section positions are1148
indicated by dashed lines. The 5 m amplitude test (CI) reveals sequence boundary absence at1149
both outcrop section positions, and the 20-30 m (CIV-CVI) amplitude tests reveal the presence1150
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of sequence boundaries at both outcrop section positions – not comparable to field1151
observations. The 10 m and 15 m amplitude tests (CII and CIII, highlighted in green) reveal1152
absence of sequence boundaries at the outcrop section position at Kerinitis and presence of1153
sequence boundaries at the outcrop section position at Selinous – most comparable to field1154
observations – refining the amplitude of lake level fluctuations during the Early-Middle1155
Pleistocene to 10-15 m.1156
Figure 12. Along-strike graphical cross-section to show unit thickness decay extrapolation1157
towards the western fault tip. This is to derive a hypothetical unit thickness at the fault tip,1158
where subsidence is zero and any remaining thickness may have accumulated in space1159
derived from base level change, thus providing an independent derivation of the amplitude1160
of base level change through the Early-Middle Pleistocene in Lake Corinth (12 m), in support1161
of our modelling results (10-15 m). The semi-circular lines are presented to show the extent1162
of the deltas along the fault and to highlight the greater thickness of Kerinitis than Selinous.1163
List of tables1164
Table 1. Summary of facies associations with geometric position and depositional1165
environment interpretations.1166
Table 2. Quantitative field observations and control parameter derivations, with assigned1167
uncertainty values (1-5). 1 = low uncertainty; 5 = high uncertainty.1168
1169
APPENDIX1170
Table A. Summary of sedimentary facies identified across Selinous and Kerinitis deltas with1171
code, description and indication of corresponding facies codes from Backert et al. (2010) from1172
Kerinit is. Facies abbreviations: Co, conglomerates; Sa, sandstones, Fi, siltstones and1173
mudstones.1174
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FA code Constituent facies FA
interpretation
Sub-association
1a Co1, Co2
Fluvial topset
Channel fill
1b Co1, Sa2, Sa6, Fi3 Delta plain
2a Co4, Co5 Shallow
water topset
Beach barrier
2b Co5 Lower shoreface
3 Co3, Co4, Sa4 Foreset
4a Sa1, Sa3, Fi1, Fi2, Fi4
Bottomset
Distal
4b Sa1, Sa2, Sa4, Sa5,
Fi1-3, Fi5, Fi6
Intermediate
4c Co6, Sa1-6, Fi1, Fi2 Proximal
Parameter Selinous Kerinitis Uncertainty
value (1-5)
Ob
se
rv
at
io
ns
Number of units 15 11 1
Total thickness of deltas ~400 m >800 m 1
Thickness of units 25 m 60 m 1
Distance between the two deltas 6 km 1
Unit thickness decay rate along fault 5.8 m/km 1
In
te
rp
re
ta
tio
ns
Total subsidence ~400 m >800 m 1
Climate change periodicity ~41 kyrs 1
Lake level change periodicity ~41 kyrs 2
Delta build time 615 kyrs >451 kyrs 2
Subsidence rate 0.65 m/kyrs >1.77 m/kyrs 2
Magnitude of lake level rise through each
climatic cycle
<25 m
10-15 m*1
12 m*2
4
2* 1
2* 2
Average sedimentation rate 0.65 m/kyrs >1.77 m/kyrs 2
Sedimentation model through time Variable 4
*
1Values refined from numerical modelling exercise with Syn-Strat
*
2
 Values refined using independent thickness extrapolation method
Facies code Facies description Process interpretation Backert et al. (2010)
scheme code
Co1: Matrix-
supported
conglomerate
Poorly-sorted, matrix-supported (sand-gravel), gravel-cobble grade conglomerate.
Sub-rounded to sub-angular clasts <15 cm. Some cases of normal grading to fine
sand. Cm- to dm-thick beds.
High energy bedload
transport
G2: Matrix-supported
conglomerate
Co2: Stratified
conglomerate
Poorly-sorted, variable matrix- and clast-support (sand-gravel), pebble-cobble
grade conglomerate, sub-horizontal bedding. Cm- to dm-thick beds.
Bedload
transport/ longitudinal
bedforms
G1c: Crudely stratified
conglomerate
Co3: Dipping
conglomerate
Steeply dipping (~25°), poorly -sorted, clast-supported gravel-boulder
conglomerate. Mostly sub-rounded, large pebble and cobble clasts (<15 cm
diameter), occasional small boulders (<25 cm). Matrix of coarse sand-gravel. In
some cases locally imbricated. <1m thick open framework lenses. Cuts and scours.
>10 m-thick beds.
Gilbert-type delta
foresets, characterised
by erosive sediment
gravity flows on steep
slopes
G1b: Steeply dipping
conglomerate
Co4: Clast-supported
conglomerate
Well to poorly-sorted, clast-supported, pebbly conglomerate with occasional
cobbles. Mainly sub-rounded to sub-angular clasts (<10 cm). Inverse grading. Some
beds pinch out laterally. Cm-dm thick beds.
Granular flow G1a: Well-to poorly-
sorted structureless
conglomerate
Co5: Cross-bedded
conglomerate
Well-sorted, matrix- and clast-supported parts (some open-framework), gravel-
cobble conglomerates. Clasts are mainly rounded-discoidal (<16 cm). Dm- to m-
scale cross-beds with 21-24° dip, locally with an asymptotic geometry. Some beds
pinch out laterally. Inverse and normal grading within beds and gradational
contacts.
Dune migration by
bedload transport and
wave and storm
reworking
G1e: Cross-stratified
conglomerate
Co6: Interbedded
conglomerate-
gravelly sand
Mostly poorly-sorted, matrix-supported interbedded pebble-cobble grade
conglomerate and gravelly coarse sand. Sand is generally laminated with gravel and
with dispersed pebbles. Some cobble beds are open-framework and well-sorted or
poorly-sorted and clast-supported. Beds <20 cm thick.
Variable energy regime
sediment gravity flows -
avalanche grain flows
and high density
turbidity currents
Sa1: Graded
sandstone
Well-sorted, inverse or normal grading, very fine-very coarse sandstone. Mainly
massive, but in some cases with some parallel laminations at the base or faint cross-
beds near the top. Cm- to dm-thick beds.
Turbidity current –
Bouma TA-C
S4: Inversely or normal
graded sandstone
Sa2: Massive
sandstone
Poorly-sorted, massive fine-medium sandstone with cm-scale gravel lag at bases.
Some cases evidence of weak normal grading.  Dm-thick beds.
Medium energy flow
regime, bedload
transport
S1: Structureless
sandstone
Sa3: Interbedded
sand and gravel
lenses with shell
clusters
Interbedded fine sand and gravel lenses (<5 cm thick and <50 cm length), pinching
out over 15-150cm. Occasional sub-rounded pebble clasts. Some gravel lenses fine
laterally into fine-medium sand. Broken shell fragments, often in clusters within
red-coloured gravelly-coarse sand matrix.  Dm-thick beds.
Storm current reworking
shallow marine sediment
and transporting
downdip
Sa4: Planar- and
wavy-laminated
sandstone
Flat-lying, planar- or wavy-laminated very fine-fine sandstone. Sometimesinversely
graded. Cm- to dm-thick beds.
Upper stage plane beds
with variable flow
conditions
S2: Laminated sandstone
Sa5: Cross-bedded
sandstone
Low-angle cross-bedded very fine-medium sand. Medium sand grade lenses (<2 cm
long and ~0.5 cm thick). Symmetrical and/or asymmetrical ripples with silt drapes
(<0.5 cm). Cm- to dm-thick beds.
Wave or current ripple
and dune migration with
periods of intermittent
quiescence
S3: Cross-bedded
sandstone
Sa6: Gravelly
sandstone
Poorly-sorted, gravelly coarse sand, some gravelly laminations and small floating
pebbles. Sometimes with erosive base. Cm- to dm-thick beds.
Medium energy bedload
transport or high density
turbidity current
S1: Structureless
sandstone
Fi1: Wavy-laminated
siltstone
Wavy-laminated, ripple cross-bedded, fine calcareous siltstone with scours and soft
sediment deformation. Normal or inverse grading. Cm-width, 10cm-length sand-
and mud-filled Planolitesburrows. Cm-thick beds.
Occasional turbidity
current events – Bouma
TD-E – with periods of
quiescence for
colonisation. Loading
from dense
conglomerate above
F2: Laminated siltstone
Fi2: Planar-laminated
siltstone
Planar-laminated siltstone (cm- to dm-thick beds). Some variations in colour from
red - cream – orange.
Suspension fall-out and
intermittent dilute
turbidity current
F2: Laminated siltstone
Fi3: Red-coloured
sandy siltstone
Varying thickness(cm-scale) red-coloured sandy silt. Palaeosol F3b: Variegated siltstone
Fi4: Organic-rich,
structureless
mudstone
Structureless claystone, dark colour - organic rich. Cm-thick beds. Suspension fall-out with
anoxic conditions
Fi5: Structureless
mudstone
Structurelesscalcareousmudstone. Cream or red coloured. Cm- to dm-thick beds. Suspension fall-out F4a: Claystone
Fi6: Interbedded
sandstone-mudstone
Interbedded wavy very fine sandstone and white or pink coloured mudstone. Cm-
thick beds.
Suspension fall-out and
intermittent dilute
turbidity current
F3a: Interbedded
siltstone
